In this paper, we propose an annotation schema for the discourse analysis of Wikipedia Talk pages aimed at the coordination efforts for article improvement. We apply the annotation schema to a corpus of 100 Talk pages from the Simple English Wikipedia and make the resulting dataset freely available for download 1 . Furthermore, we perform automatic dialog act classification on Wikipedia discussions and achieve an average F 1 -score of 0.82 with our classification pipeline.
Introduction
Over the past decade, the paradigm of information sharing in the web has shifted towards participatory and collaborative content production. Texts are no longer exclusively prepared by individuals and then shared with the community. They are increasingly created collaboratively by multiple authors and iteratively revised by the community.
When researchers first conducted surveys on professional writers in the 1980s, they found that the collaborative writing process differs considerably from the way individual writing is done (Posner and Baecker, 1992) . In joint writing, the writers have to externalize processes that are otherwise not made explicit, like the planning and the organization of the text. The authors have to communicate how the text should be written and what exactly it should contain.
Today, many tools are available that support collaborative writing. A tool that has particularly taken hold is the Wiki, a web-based, asyn-1 http://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/ wikidiscourse chronous co-authoring tool. A unique characteristic of Wikis is the documentation of the edit history which keeps track of every change that is made to a Wiki page. With this information, it is possible to reconstruct the writing process from the beginning to the end. Additionally, many Wikis offer their users a communication platform, the Talk pages, where they can discuss the ongoing writing process with other users.
The most prominent example for a successful, large-scale Wiki is Wikipedia, a collaboratively created online encyclopedia, which has grown considerably since its launch in 2001, and contains a total of almost 20 million articles in 282 languages and dialects, as of Sept. 2011. As there is no editorial body that manages Wikipedia topdown, it is an open question how the huge online community around Wikipedia regulates and enforces standards of behavior and article quality. The user discussions on the article Talk pages might shed light on this issue and give an insight into the otherwise hidden processes of collaboration that, until now, could only be analyzed via interviews or group observations in experimental settings.
The main goal of the present paper is to analyze the content of the discussion pages of the Simple English Wikipedia with respect to the dialog acts aimed at the coordination efforts for article improvement. Dialog acts, according to the classic speech act theory (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969) , represent the meaning of an utterance at the level of illocutionary force, i.e. a dialog act label concisely characterizes the intention and the role of a contribution in a dialog. We chose the Simple English Wikipedia for our initial analysis, because we are able to obtain more representative results by covering almost 15% of all relevant Talk pages, as opposed to the much smaller fraction we could achieve for the English Wikipedia. The long-term goal of this work is to identify relations between contributions on the Talk pages and particular article edits. We plan to analyze the relation between article discussions and article content and identify the edits in the article revision history that react to the problems discussed on the Talk page. In combination with article quality assessment (Yaari et al., 2011) , this opens up the possibility to identify successful patterns of collaboration which increase the article quality. Furthermore, our work will enable practical applications. By augmenting Wikipedia articles with the information derived from automatically labeled discussions, article readers can be made aware of particular problems that are being discussed on the Talk page "behind the article".
Our primary contributions in this paper are: (1) an annotation schema for dialog acts reflecting the efforts for coordinating the article improvement; (2) the Simple English Wikipedia Discussion (SEWD) corpus, consisting of 100 segmented and annotated Talk pages which we make freely available for download; and (3) a dialog act classification pipeline that incorporates several state of the art machine learning algorithms and feature selection techniques and achieves an average F 1 -score of .82 on our corpus.
Related Work
The analysis of speech and dialog acts has its roots in the linguistic field of pragmatics. In 1962, John Austin shifted the focus from the mere declarative use of language as a means for making factual statements towards its non-declarative use as a tool for performing actions. The speech act theory was further systematized by Searle (1969) , whose classification of illocutionary acts (Searle, 1976) is still used as a starting point for creating dialog act classification schemata for natural language processing.
A well known, domain-and task-independent annotation schema is DAMSL (Core and Allen, 1997). It was created as the standard annotation schema for dialog tagging on the utterance level by the Discourse Resource Initiative. It uses a four-dimensional tagset that allows arbitrary label combinations for each utterance. Jurafsky et al. (1997) augmented the DAMSL schema to fit the peculiarities of the Switchboard corpus. The resulting SWDB-DAMSL schema contained more than 220 distinct labels which have been clustered to 42 coarse grained labels. Both schemata have often been adapted for special purpose annotation tasks.
With the rise of the social web, the amount of research analyzing user generated discourse substantially increased. In addition to analyzing web forums (Kim et al., 2010a) , chats (Carpenter and Fujioka, 2011) and emails (Cohen et al., 2004) From a different perspective, Stvilia et al. (2008) analyze 60 discussion pages in regard to how information quality (IQ) in Wikipedia articles is assessed on the Talk pages and which types of IQ problems are identified by the community. They describe a Wikipedia IQ assessment model and map it to established frameworks. Furthermore, they provide a list of IQ problems along with related causal factors and necessary actions which has also inspired the design of our annotation schema.
Finally, Laniado et al. (2011) examine Wikipedia discussion networks in order to capture structural patterns of interaction. They extract the thread structure from all Talk pages in the English Wikipedia and create tree structures of the discussion. The analysis of the graphs reveals patterns that are unique to Wikipedia discussions and might be used as a means to characterize different types of Talk pages.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work yet that uses machine learning to automati- cally classify user contributions in Wikipedia Talk pages. Furthermore, there is no corpus available that reflects the efforts of article improvement in Wikipedia discussions. This is the subject of our work.
Annotation Schema
The main purpose of Wikipedia Talk pages is the coordination of the editing process with the goal of improving and sustaining the quality of the respective article. The criteria for article quality in Wikipedia are loosely defined in the guidelines for "good articles" 2 and "very good articles" 3 . According to these guidelines, distinguished articles must be well-written in simple English, comprehensive, neutral, stable, accurate, verifiable and follow the Wikipedia style guidelines 4 . These criteria are the main points of reference in the discussions on the Talk pages.
Discourse analysis, as it is performed in this paper, can be carried out on various levels, depending on what is regarded as the smallest unit of the discourse. In this work, we focus on turns, not on individual utterances, as we are interested in a coarse-grained analysis of the discourse-structure as a first step towards a finer-grained discourse analysis. We define a turn (or contribution) as the body of text that is added by an individual contributor in one or more revisions to a single discussion topic until another contributor edits the page. Furthermore, a topic (or discussion) is the body of turns that revolve around a single matter. They are usually headed by a topic title. Finally, the thread structure designates the sequence of turns and their indentation levels on the Talk page. A structural overview of a Talk page and its constituents can be seen in Figure 1 .
We composed an annotation schema that reflects the coordination efforts for article improvement. Therefore, we manually analyzed a set of thirty Talk pages from the Simple English Wikipedia to identify the types of article deficiencies that are discussed and the way article improvement is coordinated. We furthermore incorporated the findings from an informationscientific analysis of information quality in Wikipedia (Stvilia et al., 2008) , which identifies twelve types of quality problems, like e.g. Accuracy, Completeness or Relevance. Our resulting tagset consists of 17 labels (cf. Table 1) which can be subdivided into four higher level categories:
Article Criticism Denote comments that identify deficiencies in the article. The criticism can refer to the article as a whole or to individual parts of the article.
Explicit Performative Announce, report or suggest editing activities.
Information Content Describe the direction of the communication. A contribution can be used to communicate new information to others (IP), to request information (IS), or to suggest changes to established facts (IC). The IP label applies to most of the contributions as most comments provide a certain amount of new information.
Interpersonal Describe the attitude that is expressed towards other participants in the discussion and/or their comments.
Since a single turn may consist of several utterances, it can consequently comprise multiple dialog acts. Therefore, we designed the annotation study as a multi-label classification task, i.e. the annotators can assign one or more labels to each annotation unit. Each label is chosen independently. Table 1 shows the labels, their respective definitions and an example from our corpus.
Corpus Creation and Analysis
The SEWD corpus consists of 100 annotated Talk pages extracted from a snapshot of the Simple En-
Label Description Example
Article Criticism
CM

Content incomplete or lacking detail
It should be added (1) that voters may skip preferences, but (2) that skipping preferences has no impact on the result of the elections.
CW
Lack of accuracy or correctness
Kris Kringle is NOT a Germanic god, but an English mispronunciation of Christkind, a German word that means "the baby Jesus".
CU
Unsuitable or unnecessary content
The references should be removed. 
ATTNegative attitude towards other contributor or rejection
Now what? You think you know so much about everything, and you are not even helping?! glish Wikipedia from Apr 4th 2011. 5 Technically speaking, a Talk page is a normal Wiki page located in one of the Talk namespaces. In this work, we focus on article Talk pages and do not regard User Talk pages. We selected the discussion pages according to the number of turns they contain. First, we discarded all discussion pages with less than four contributions. We then analyzed the distribution of turn counts per discussion page in the remaining set of pages and defined three classes: (i) discussion pages with 4-10 turns, (ii) 5 The snapshot contains 69900 articles and 5783 Talk pages of which 683 contained more than 3 contributions.
pages with 11-20 turns, and (iii) pages with more than 20 turns. We then randomly extracted 50 discussion pages from class (i), 40 pages from class (ii) and 10 pages from class (iii). This decision is grounded in the restricted resources for the human annotation task.
Data Preprocessing Due to a lack of discussion structure, extracting the discussion threads from the Talk pages requires a substantial amount of preprocessing. Laniado et al. (2011) tackle the thread extraction by using text indentation and inserted user signatures as clues. We found these attributes to be insufficient for a reliable reconstruction of the thread structure. 6 Our preprocessing approach consists of three steps: data retrieval, topic segmentation and turn segmentation. For retrieving the discussion pages, we use the Java Wikipedia Library (JWPL) (Zesch et al., 2008) , which offers efficient, databasedriven access to the contents of Wikipedia. We segment the individual Talk pages into discussions topics using the MediaWiki parser that comes with JWPL. In our corpus, the parser managed to identify all topic boundaries without any errors. The most complex preprocessing step is the turn segmentation.
First, we use the revision history of the Talk page to identify the author and the creation time of each paragraph. We use the Wikipedia Revision Toolkit (Ferschke et al., 2011) to examine the changes between adjacent revisions of the Talk page in order to identify the exact time a piece of text was added as well as the author of the contribution. We have to filter out malicious edits from the history, as they would negatively affect the segmentation process. We therefore disregard all edits that are reverted in later later revisions. In contrast to vandalism on article pages, this approach has proven to be sufficient to detect vandalism in the Talk page history.
Within each discussion topic, we aggregate all adjacent paragraphs with the same author and the same time stamp to one turn. In order to account for turns that were written in multiple revisions, we regard all time stamps within a window of 10 minutes 7 as belonging to the same turn, unless the page was edited by another user in the meantime. Finally, the turn is marked with the indentation level of its least indented paragraph. This information is used to identify the relationship between the turns, since indentation is used to indicate a reply to an existing comment in the discussion.
A co-author of this paper evaluated the acceptability of the boundaries of each turn in the SEWD corpus and found that 94% of the 1450 turns were correctly segmented. Turns with segmentation errors were not included in the gold standard.
Annotation Process For our annotation study, we used the freely available MMAX2 annotation tool 8 . Two annotators were introduced to the annotation schema by an instructor and trained on an extra set of ten discussion pages. During the annotation of the corpus, the annotators were allowed to discuss difficult cases and could consult the instructor if in doubt. They had access to the segmented discussion pages within the MMAX2 tool as well as to the original Wikipedia articles and discussion pages on the web.
The reconciliation of the annotations was carried out by an expert annotator. In order to obtain a consolidated gold standard, the expert decided all cases in which the annotations of the two annotators did not match. Descriptive statistics for the label assignments of each annotator and for the gold standard can be seen in Table 2 and will be further discussed in Section 4.2.
Corpus Format We publish our SEWD corpus in two formats 9 , the original MMAX format, and as XMI files for further processing with the Apache Unstructured Information Management Architecture 10 . For the latter format, we also provide the type system which defines all necessary corpus specific types needed for using the data in an NLP pipeline.
Inter-Annotator Agreement
To evaluate the reliability of our dataset, we perform a detailed inter-rater agreement study. For measuring the agreement of the individual labels, we report the observed agreement, Kappa statistics (Carletta, 1996) , and F 1 -scores. The latter are computed by treating one annotator as the gold standard and the other one as predictions (Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005) . The scores can be seen in Table 2 .
The average observed agreement across all labels isP O = .94. The individual Kappa scores largely fall into the range that Landis and Koch (1977) regard as substantial agreement, while three labels are above the more strict .8 threshold for reliable annotations (Artstein and Poesio, 2008 which is defined as
where L denotes the number of labels, P E l the expected agreement and P O l the observed agreement of the l th label. κ pool is regarded to be more accurate than an averaged Kappa. For assessing the overall inter-rater reliability of the label set assignments per turn, we chose Krippendorff's Alpha (Krippendorff, 1980) using MASI, a measure of agreement on setvalued items, as the distance function (Passonneau, 2006) . MASI accounts for partial agreement if the label sets of both annotators overlap in at least one label. We achieved an Alpha score of α = .75. According to Krippendorff, datasets with this score are considered reliable and allow tentative conclusions to be drawn.
The CO label showed the lowest agreement of only κ = .18. The label was supposed to cover any criticism that is not covered by a dedicated label. However, the annotators reported that they chose this label when they were unsure whether a particular criticism label would fit a certain turn or not.
Labels in the interpersonal category all show agreement scores below 0.6. It turned out that the annotators had a different understanding of these labels. While one annotator assigned the labels for any kind of positive or negative sentiment, the other used the labels to express agreement and disagreement between the participants of a discussion.
A common problem for all labels were contributions with a high degree of indirectness and implicitness. Indirect contributions have to be interpreted in the light of conversational implicature theory (Grice, 1975) , which requires contextual knowledge for decoding the intentions of a speaker. For example, the message Is population density allowed to be n/a? has the surface form of a question. However, the context of the discussion revealed that the author tried to draw attention to the missing figure in the article and requested it to be filled or removed. The annotators rarely made use of the context, which was a major source for disagreement in the study.
Another difficulty for the annotators were long discussion turns. While the average turn consists of 42 tokens, the largest contribution in the corpus is 658 tokens long. Turns of this size can cover multiple aspects and potentially comprise many different dialog acts, which increases the probability of disagreement. This issue can be addressed by going from the turn level to the utterance level in future work.
A comparison of our results with the agreement reported for other datasets shows that the reliability of our annotations lies well within the field of the related work. Bender et al. (2011) carried out an annotation study of social acts in 365 discussions from 47 Wikipedia Talk pages. They report Kappa scores for thirteen labels in two categories ranging from .13 to .66 per label. The overall agreement for each category was .50 and .59, respectively, which is considerably lower than our κ pool = .67. Kim et al. (2010b) annotate pairs of posts taken from an online forum. They use a dialog act tagset with twelve labels customized for modeling troubleshooting-oriented forum discussions. For their corpus of 1334 posts, they report an overall Kappa of .59. Kim et al. (2010a) identify unresolved discussions in student online forums by annotating 1135 posts with five different speech acts. They report Kappa scores per speech act between .72 and .94. Their better results might be due to a more coarse grained label set.
Corpus Analysis
The SEWD corpus contains 313 discussions consisting of 1367 turns by 337 users. The average length of a turn is 42 words. 208 of the 337 contributors are registered Wikipedia users, 129 wrote anonymously. On average, each contributor wrote 168 words in 4 turns. However, there was a cluster of 16 people with ≥ 20 contributions. Table 2 shows the frequencies of all labels in the SEWD corpus. The most frequent labels are information providing (IP), requests (PSR) and reports of performed edits (PPC). The IP-label was assigned to more than 78% of all 1367 turns, because almost every contribution provides a certain amount of information. The label was only omitted if a turn merely consisted of a discussion template but did not contain any text or if it exclusively contained questions.
More than a quarter of the turns are labeled with PSR and PPC, respectively. This indicates that edit requests and reports of performed edits are the main subject of discussion. Generally, it is more common that edits are reported after they have been made than to announce them before they are carried out, as can be seen in the ratio of PPC to PFC labels. The number of turns labeled with PSR is almost the same as the number of contributions labeled with either PPC or PFC. This allows the tentative conclusion that nearly all requests potentially lead to an edit action. As a matter of fact, the most common label adjacency pair 11 in the corpus is PSR→PPC, which substantiates this assumption.
Article criticism labels have been assigned to 39.4% of all turns. Almost half (241) of the labels from this class are assigned to the first turn of a discussion. This shows that it is common to open a discussion in reference to a particular deficiency of the article. The large number of CL labels compared to other labels from the same category is due to the fact that the Simple English Wikipedia requires authors to write articles in a way that they are understandable for non-native speakers of English. Therefore, the use of adequate language is one of the major concerns of the Simple English Wikipedia community.
Automatic Dialog Act Classification
For the automatic classification of dialog acts in Wikipedia Talk pages, we transform the multilabel classification problem into a binary classification task (Tsoumakas et al., 2010) . We train a binary classifier for each label using the WEKA data-mining software (Hall et al., 2009 ). We use three learners for the classification task, a Naive Bayes classifier, J48, an implementation of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm (Quinlan, 1992) and SMO, an optimization algorithm for training support vector machines (Platt, 1998) . Finally, we combine the best performing learners for each label in a UIMA-based classification pipeline (Ferrucci and Lally, 2004) .
Features for Dialog Act Classification As features, we use all uni-, bi-and trigrams that occurred in at least three different turns. Furthermore, we include the time distance to the previous and the next turn (in seconds), the length of the current, previous and next turn (in tokens), the position of the turn within the discussion, the indentation level of the turn and two binary features indicating whether a turn references or is referenced by another turn. 12 In order to capture the sequential nature of the discussions, we use the n-grams of the previous and the next turn as additional features.
Balancing Positive and Negative Instances
Since the number of positive instances for each label is small compared to the number of negative instances, we create a balanced dataset which contains an equal amount of positive and negative instances. Therefore, we randomly select the appropriate number of negative instances and discard the rest. This improves the classification performance on every label for all three learners.
Feature Selection Using the full set of features, we achieve the following macro/micro averaged F 1 -scores: 0.29 / 0.57 for Naive Bayes, 0.42 / 0.66 for J48 and 0.43 / 0.72 for SMO. To further improve the classification performance, we reduce the feature space using two feature selection techniques, the χ 2 metric (Yang and Pedersen, 1997 ) and the Information Gain approach (Mitchell, 1997) . For each label, we train separate classifiers using the top 100, 200 and 300 features obtained by each feature selection technique and choose the best performing set for our final classification pipeline.
Indentation and temporal distance to the preceding turn proved to be the best ranked nonlexical features overall. Additionally, the turn position within the topic was a crucial feature for most labels in the criticism class and for PSR and IS labels. This is not surprising, because article criticism, suggestions and questions tend to occur in the beginning of a discussion. The two reference features have not proven to be useful. The relational information was better covered by the indentation feature. The subjective quality of the lexical features seems to be correlated with the inter-annotator agreement of the respective labels. Features for labels with low agreement contain many n-grams without any recognizable semantic connection to the label. For labels with good agreement, the feature lists almost exclusively contain meaningful lexical cues. Table 3 : F 1 -Scores for the balanced set with feature selection on 10-fold cross-validation. Base refers to the baseline performance, Best to our classification pipeline. Table 3 shows the performance of all classifiers and our final classification pipeline evaluated on 10-fold cross validation. Naive Bayes performed surprisingly well and showed the best macro averaged scores among the three learners while SMO showed the best micro averaged performance. We compare our results to a random baseline and to the performance of the human annotators (cf. Table 3 and Figure 2 ). The baseline assigns the dialog act labels at random according to their frequency distribution in the gold standard. Our classifier outperformed the baseline significantly on all labels. The comparison with the human performance shows that our system is able to reach the human performance. In most cases, the annotation agreement is reliable, and so are the results of the automatic classification. For the labels CU and CO, the inter-annotator agreement is not high. The comparably good performance of the classifiers on these labels shows that the instances do have shared characteristics. Human raters, however, have difficulties recognizing these labels consistently. Thus, their definitions need to be refined in future work.
Classification Results
To our knowledge, none of the related work on discourse analysis of Wikipedia Talk pages per- formed automatic dialog act classification. However, there has been previous work on classifying speech acts in other discourse types. Kim et al. (2010a) use Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Transformation Based Learning (TBL) for the automatic assignment of five speech acts to posts taken from student online forums. They report individual F 1 -scores per label which result in a macro average of 0.59 for SVM and 0.66 for TBL. Cohen et al. (2004) classify speech acts in emails. They train five binary classifiers using several learners on 1375 emails and report F 1 scores per speech act between .44 and .85. Despite the larger tagset, our classification approach achieves an average F 1 -score of .82 and therefore lies in the top ranks of the related work.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed an annotation schema for the discourse analysis of Wikipedia discussions aimed at the coordination efforts for article improvement. We applied the annotation schema to a corpus of 100 Wikipedia Talk pages, which we make freely available for download. A thorough analysis of the inter-annotator agreement showed that the dataset is reliable. Finally, we performed automatic dialog act classification on Wikipedia Talk pages. Therefore, we combined three machine learning algorithms and two feature selection techniques to a classification pipeline, which we trained on our SEWD corpus. We achieve an average F 1 -score of .82, which is comparable to the human performance of .79. The ability to automatically classify discussion pages will help to investigate the relations between article discussions and article edits, which is an important step towards understanding the processes of collaboration in large-scale Wikis. Furthermore, it will be the basis for practical applications that bring the hidden content of Talk pages to the attention of article readers.
